Forget chocolates – it’s got to be Finger Candy™ this
Valentine’s Day!
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Looking for a Valentine’s gift that’s light on calories and big on ‘wow’ factor? Then look no
further than award-winning British jeweller, Nicholas James’ amazing new Finger Candy™ collection of
occasion rings.
Well-known for working in platinum, Finger Candy™ is first time Nicholas James
(http://www.nicholasjames.com) has created a sterling silver ring range that has a hugely appealing
sub-£100 entry point. The rings’ modern design is characterised by a single, precious stone setting,
available in a multitude of coloured gems including pink, yellow and orange sapphires, green tsavorite,
as well as white, brown and black diamonds. The bands’ silver base can be specified in a variety of
finishes and textures such as black rhodium, pink or yellow gold plated, polished, brushed, sandblasted
and anodised. Part of the joy of the range comes from the endless possibilities available, especially as
multiple rings are collected over time.
The British designed and made collection provides an opportunity for customers to attain a bespoke piece
of jewellery at a very attractive price. Finger Candy™ introduces people to the handmade jewellery
design process and hopefully signals the start of a lasting relationship with the Nicholas James brand.
So this Valentine’s Day remember bunches of roses are so old hat – now you can opt for a bunch of
rings instead. The fun, spontaneous Finger Candy™ range retails from £95 to £295. Visit Nicholas
James to create a terrifically tasty, finger licking’ tower of candy!
– ENDS –
Notes to editors:
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To receive hi-res images or arrange a private viewing please contact Becky George at Wonderberry
(http://www.wonderberry.co.uk)
T: 020 7404 9594
E: b.george@wonderberry.co.uk
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